Notice I

I have handed over the charge of Director, West Bengal & Sikkim GDC, Kolkata to Shri Krushna Chandra Das, SS on the afternoon of 26.03.2019 on proceeding of my Tour Programme alongwith Earned Leave.

Authority: SGO’s letter No A1995/1207-B dt 22.03.2019

As per letter no. 214/1-A(Rajat Sharma) dt 21.03.19

(RAJAT SHARMA)
Col
Director
West Bengal & Sikkim GDC
Kolkata - 700016

Notice II

I have taken over the charge of Director, West Bengal & Sikkim GDC, Kolkata from Col Rajat Sharma, Director, West Bengal & Sikkim GDC on the afternoon of 26.03.2019 on proceeding of his Tour Programme alongwith Earned Leave.

Authority: SGO’s letter No A1995/1207-B dt 22.03.2019

As per letter no. 214/1-A(Rajat Sharma) dt 27.03.19

(KRUSHNA CHANDRA DAS)
Superintending Surveyor
West Bengal & Sikkim GDC
Kolkata - 700016

Distribution:-
1. The Surveyor General of India, Dehradun for information. (By e-mail)
3. Website Admin, Survey of India (By e-mail)
5. Personal File of Col. Rajat Sharma Director, WB&S GDC / Shri K.C. Das, SS, WB & SGDC.